2020-2021 EPSF Classroom Grant Program- Sagewood Wish Request
School

Grant Name

Description

Requestor

Grade

Amount

Kelli
Hayworth

5th

$621

Janet Lech

K-3rd

$3,324

Blue-bots &
Coding

Our new media curriculum requires media specialist to teach coding to all grade levels. At
this time Sagewood is in need of other resources to teach coding to primary grades. BeeBots are a great resources for this grade level. Blue-bots are robots that are designed
specifically for young students. They are an easy-to-operate tool that does not require a
device. They are perfect for teaching basic coding algorithms, sequencing, estimation, and
problem-solving. Students can enter up to 40 commands to send the Bee-bot through the
desired course. Blue-bots light up and beep at the conclusion of each command to allow
children to follow the Blue-bot through their program. Blue-bots and bluetooth allowing
students to use iPads while programming their devices. Blue-bots will be used with
students in Kindergarten-2nd to help teach coding. Because of their ease of use, students
of all levels will be able to learn how to code a robot through a course successfully. This will
inspire them to enter more creative and complex command sequences.

Annette
Coon

K-2nd

$1,964

ClearTouch
Interactive
Panel

My current SMART projector used for accommodating technology based curriculum has
failed on a number of occasions. A reliable way of projecting technology components of the
daily curriculum such as videos clips, song accompaniment, worksheets, and audio books
(only to mention a few items used daily) is needed while teaching. Replacing this projector
would allow my instruction to be more fluent without interruption of a projector that may or
may not work. Having a ClearTouch Panel projector would offer students the utmost
benefits of the curriculum components.

Christi
Stednitz

1st

$4,200

ClearTouch
Interactive
Panel

My current SMART projector used for accommodating technology based curriculum has
failed on a number of occasions. A reliable way of projecting technology components of the
daily curriculum such as videos clips, worksheets, and audio books (only to mention a few
items used daily) is needed while teaching. Replacing this projector would allow my
instruction to be more fluent without interruption of a projector that may or may not work.
Having a ClearTouch Panel projector would offer students the utmost benefits of the
curriculum components.

Karla
Hamilton

3rd

$4,200

Lightbox
Research

Lightbox books delivers a unique student centered learning experience that can be
accessed from any device. These interactive books integrate video, audio, worksheets,
slideshows, transparencies, quizzes and other interactive features to improve
comprehension, vocabulary, literacy development and engagement. The collection from
Follett includes content areas of science, social studies, humanities and more while
continuing to grow. As well as being interactive and engaging while supporting multiple
content areas, these interactive books have multi-user access. Literally every student at
Sagewood could be on the same book at the same time! They can also be accessed from
home. Lightbox books selected for this grant request will be used to enhance research
based curriculum in 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th grade.

Annette
Coon

1st-5th

$1,277

We devote a half hour each day to intervention and enrichment groups in the area of
reading. We struggle to find relevant, rigorous lessons that compliment the Wonders
reading curriculum. When the new curriculum arrived in 2018 we were each given a set of
Books for
books that were meant to be added to our classroom library. One of the resources we have
Sagewood
intervention access to through Wonders is complete lesson plans for each book that we were given.
Elementary
and enrichment These lessons reinforce all the skills and strategies we teach throughout the year. We
would love to have a class set of these books to use during our intervention and
enrichment time. We would use these books each year so several hundred students will be
impacted by this purchase.

Sagewood
Elementary

Sagewood
Elementary

Sagewood
Elementary

Sagewood
Elementary

Fountas and Pinnell's Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI) is an extremely reputable reading
program that helps students develop a love of reading, which is at the heart of developing
readers. In order to develop strategic, strong, independent readers that are able to
Books Galore! comprehend and applying multiple strategies when reading, you need high-quality books.
The LLI blue kit provides a range of high-quality, high-interest books (levels C-N) for
students to read while receiving explicit, direct instruction to help develop and strengthen
reading strategies that can then be carried over into the classroom in all subject areas.

Sagewood
Elementary

TOTAL WISHES

$15,586

